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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a constant :>0, the modified Gel’fand problem
&2u=* exp \ :u:+u+ in 0, u=0 on 0, (1)
describes the steady state of gas combustion subject to the Arhenius law
(c.f. [3]). Here, 0/Rn denotes a bounded domain with sufficiently
smooth boundary 0, and *>0 a parameter. We study the total set of
solutions
S=[(*, u(x)) | classical solutions of (1)]/R+_C(0 ),
or more precisely, the effect of domain shape on its connected components.
We have the following facts on uniqueness and nonuniqueness [5, 6, 33,
40, 41].
Proposition 1. If :>>1, there exists a nonempty bounded open interval
4/(0, +) such that (1) admits at least three distinct solutions
u1(x)u2(x)u3(x) for * # 4.
Proposition 2. Given :>0, the solution u(x) of (1) is unique and stable
for 0<*<<1 and *>>1.
Here and henceforth, stability stands for the positivity of the first eigen-
value of the linearized operator.
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The nonlinearity f (u)=exp(:u:+u) is uniformly bounded and hence
Schauder’s fixed point theorem assures the existence of a solution u(x), and
furthermore, a priori bounds on &u&L  for each *>0. Combined with
Proposition 2, those facts imply the following.
Let S0/R+_C(0 ) be the connected component of S containing the tri-
vial solution (*, u(x))=(0, 0) on its boundary. Then, any connected compo-
nent S1{S0 of S, if it exists, must be bounded.
If such S1 is a continuum, we call it a mushroom [26].
The purpose of the present paper is to expose an evidence of the genera-
tion of mushrooms. Actually, the S-shaped bifurcation suggested by
Proposition 1 is supposed to produce mushrooms if parameters change
significantly more. Our viewpoint is to take domain perturbation into
account. First, we deform a ball dumbbell-likely, preserving the symmetries
on each hyperplane xi=0 (1in). Then, breaking its symmetry will
cause mushrooms.
We have not obtained any rigorous proof, but the consideration
developed below seems to support the procedure. This is performed for the
two dimensional case n=2 using a theorem of [12] and the study in the
case :=+, that is, the Gel’fand problem
&2u=*eu in 0, u=0 on 0. (2)
In fact, the relation between (1) and (2) has been clarified [12], while
the Gel’fand problem has a complex structure ([36] e.g.). Those are useful
to examine the effect of the shape of domains for (1). Note that the
S-shaped bifurcation has been proven rigorously when 0/R2 is a disc and
:>>1 [12].
However, our arguments require preliminaries from several areas. The
first one is on the S-shaped bifurcation. This is done for the general, and
also the specific domains. The second one is on the singularly perturbed
solutions of the Gel’fand problem, particularly the calculation of their
Morse indices. Then we have to illustrate the global bifurcation diagrams
of (2), when the domain is axially symmetric.
This paper is composed of seven sections. The next section, 92, is
devoted to proving Proposition 2 via Hardy’s inequality. This new method
refines a known result slightly and is interesting by itself. Section 3 is a con-
sideration on S-shaped bifurcation. Section 4 concerns two-dimensional
domains with axial symmetries, and the second eigenvalue of the linearized
operator is studied in detail. Those sections where the dimension of the
domain 0 is general form the first part and are summarized as Theorems
3, 4, and 7, respectively.
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The Gel’fand problem (2) is studied in the following two sections. First,
in 95, we examine the theory of [39], [25], [38] to calculate Morse indices
of solutions created by singular perturbations. This section is regarded as
the second part. The main result is Proposition 11, but Lemmas 10 and 12
are also useful.
Next in 96, we study the global bifurcation diagram of (2) for the
domains with two axial symmetries (Theorems 13, 14).
Finally, assuming the imperfect bifurcation in the process of symmetry
breaking, 97 proves the generation of a mushroom for (1).
Concluding the present section, we note that any subset of S/R+_C(0 )
homeomorphic to R is called a branch throughout the present paper. Also,
that each solution u(x) of (1) or (2) is positive everywhere in 0 follows
from the maximum principle.
The authors express sincere gratitude to Professor M. Mimura for drawing
our attention to the modified Gel’fand problem (1). Thanks are also due to
Professor E.N. Dancer and the referee for many valuable comments.
2. A UNIQUEHESS THEOREM
From the monotonicity of the nonlinearity f (u)=exp(:u(:+u)), the
case 0<*<<1 of Proposition 2 is a consequence of the implicit function
theorem and the principle of super-sub solutions [11]. The case *>>1 is
due to [40], but we can present an alternative proof to deduce the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Given
&2u=*f (u), u>0 in 0, u=0 on 0, (3)
let the nonlinearity f (u) be C 1 and satisfy
lim sup
u  +
f $(u)<+. (4)
Then, uniqueness and stability of the solution u(x) hold for 0<*<<1. On the
other hand, if
f (u)$ (u0) (5)
with a constant $>0, then there exists some ===($, 0)>0 sufficiently small
such that the condition
lim sup
u  +
uf $(u)<= (6)
assures similar properties for *>>1.
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Proof. First, we show that the stability follows from (4) for 0<*<<1.
In fact, there exists a constant M>0 such that f $(u)M for u0. Then,
writing c(x)=f $(u(x)), we have
|0 ( |{v|
2&*c(x)v2) dx(1&*MCp) |
0
|{v| 2 dx (7)
for v # H 10(0), Cp>0 being the Poincare constant:
|
0
v2 dxCp |
0
|{v| 2 dx (v # H 10(0)).
Therefore, the stability holds if 0<*<1MCp .
To prove the uniqueness, let u1 , u2 be solutions. Then, v=u1&u2 solves
&2v=*c(x)v in 0, v=0 on 0
for c(x)=f $(%u1+(1&%)u2) with 0<%=%(x)<1. A similar calculation
deduces the inequality (7), but this time the left-hand side is zero from the
above relation. This indicates the uniqueness of u for 0<*<1MCp .
To handle the case *>>1 we note the inequality
|
0 \
v
e+
2
dxCh |
0
|{v| 2 dx (v # H 10(0))
proven by Hardy’s inequality and the Hopf lemma, where Ch>0 denotes
a constant and e(x)>0 the solution of
&2e=1 in 0, e=0 on 0.
Now the assumption implies the existence of a constant M>0 such that
uf $(u)<= for uM and also the estimate
u(x)*$e(x)
valid for any solution u(x) of (3). Let c(x)=f $(u(x)).
Taking K=max0uM f $(u), we have for v # H 10(0) that
|
0
*c(x) v2 dx=|
[u(x)<M]
+|
[u(x)M]
K* |
[e(x)<M*$]
v2 dx+*= |
0
v2
u
dx
K* \M*$+
2
|
0 \
v
e+
2
dx+
=
$ |0
v2
e
dx.
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Here, we have
v2
e
=
v
e
} v
1
2 \
v
e+
2
+
1
2
v2,
and the right-hand side is dominated by
\C1* +
=
2$+ |0 \
v
e+
2
dx+
=
2$ |0 v
2 dx,
where C1=KM 2$2>0. Therefore,
|
0
( |{v| 2&*c(x)v2) dx
{1&\C1* +
=
2$+ Ch&
=
2$
Cp= |0 |{v| 2 dx.
The term [ } } } ] becomes positive if 0<=<<1 and *>>1, say 0<=<
$2(Ch+Cp) and *>4C1Ch . Thus the stability of u follows.
Uniqueness is proven similarly to the case of 0<*<<1. K
Theorem 3 for *>>1 is contained in a result of [40] if the monotonicity
of f (u) is also supposed. Also, the uniqueness part in case *>>1 is proven
using [42]. However, those works employ ordered Banach spaces or
Green’s functions, differently from ours. See also [13] and the references
therein for this case. Finally, it is obvious that Theorem 3 is applicable to
the modified Gel’fand problem (1).
3. S-SHAPED CONNECTED COMPONENT
Both nonlinearities f (u)=exp(:u(:+u)) and f (u)=eu are monotone
and hence a minimal solution u
 *
exists with the property that
* # (0, * ) [ u
 *
# C(0 )
left-continuous and weakly stable ([1] e.g.). Here and henceforth, weak
stability indicates the nonnegativity of the first eigenvalue of the linearized
operator, and * # (0, +] the supremum of * for the existence of a solu-
tion u(x) for (1) or (2).
Their difference is striking at the behavior as u  +. First, the former
is bounded so that * =+. This also indicates the asymptotic sublinearity
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expressed as limu  + f (u)u=0, which implies the existence of a weakly
stable maximal solution u * with
* # (0, * ) [ u * # C(0 )
right-continuous [40]. On the other hand, the convexity of f (u)=eu
implies * <+, and its superlinearity limu  + f (u)u=+ the exist-
ence of a non-minimal solution for * # (0, * ) when n2 [18, 11].
The present section is devoted to the problem (3) including (1) as an
example. Namely, the nonlinearity f (u) is C2, nondecreasing, and satisfies
the properties (5) and (6). In particular, limu  + f (u)u=0 and (4)
follows. Under those circumstances, we want to illustrate the general
feature of S0/R+_C(0 ), the connected component of S containing
(*, u)=(0, 0) on the boundary.
As Theorem 3 assures, near (*, u(x))=(0, 0), S0 is a branch
parametrized by * with u(x) stable. Therefore, its local degree (or fixed
poind index) is +1, which implies the unboundedness of S0 in R+_C(0 )
([31], e.g.). From the existence of a maximal solution at each * # (0, +),
it follows that S0 must continue up to *  +.
For convenience, let us denote the branches corresponding to 0<*<<1
and *>>1 of S0 , by S1 and S2 , respectively. The following theorem is a
consequence of the argument [40].
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions on f (u) stated above, S0 has the
following feature unless S is a branch parametrized by * # (0, +):
1. We can give a direction to S1 as * increases monotonously from 0
to some *
*
# (0, +). Then (*
*
, u
 **
) generates a branch with **
*
.
2. Similarly we can give a direction to S2 as * decreases monotonously
from + to some ** # (0, +) and it forms a branch with ***.
3. It may happen that (3) possesses a continuum of infinitely many
solutions [u] for *=*
*
. Otherwise, there exists an =>0 such that any sec-
tion of S0 at * # (**&=, **) contains an ordered triple. In any case, anordered triple of solutions arises at *=*
*
or in a left hand neighbourhood.
The same occurs at *=** or in a right hand neighbourhood.
Proof. From the previous discussion, the value
*
*
=sup[* | * # (0, * ) [ u
 *
# C(0 ) continuous] # (0, +)
is well-defined and lim* A *
*
u*=u **
in C(0 ). Put u
*
=u
 **
for simplicity. We
say that the solution (*
*
, u
*
(x)) is degenerate if its linearized operator has
the same property.
In the case that
(*
*
, u
*
(x))
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is nondegenerate, it generates a branch parametrized by *. Denote it by S
*
.
We shall show that each solution on S
*
is minimal, contrary to the defini-
tion of *
*
.
In fact, if it is not the case there exists a sequence of minimal solutions
[(*k , uk(x))]/Sc* satisfying *k a **. Then, passing to a subsequence if
necessary, [uk(x)] converges uniformly to a function u, a solution of (3)
for *=*
*
. In particular, u(x)u
*
(x) from the minimality of u
*
(x).
On the other hand, the minimality of uk(x) implies uk(x)u~ k(x), where
u~ k(x) is so taken as (*k , u~ x(x)) # S*. Here, u~ k  u* in C(0 ) as k  +.
Therefore, u=u
*
, which contradicts the local uniqueness of the solution of
(3) in R+_C(0 ) around (**, u*(x)) assured by its nondegeneracy.
We have proven that (*
*
, u
*
(x)) is degenerate. Because of its weak
stability, this indicates that the first eigenvalue of the linearized operator
is zero. Then the argument [1] is valid based on the monotonicity of
f (u). See Lemma 3.1 of [40]. Therefore, a branch S
*
is generated by
(*
*
, u
*
(x)), along which u(x) increases. One side obviously coincides with
S1 , while the other cannot exceed *=** from the same reasoning. This
proves the first part.
The second part follows similarly. We take
**=inf[* | * # (* , +) [ u * # C(0 ) continuous].
Then for u*=u ** , (**, u*) generates a branch S * in a similar fashion.
Finally, the third part is a consequence of the mononicity of u on
S
*
_ S1 and S * _ S2 around (** , u*(x)) and (**, u*(x)), respectively. In
fact we have the connectivity of S1 and S2 , and the existence of minimal
and maximal solutions of (3) at each * # (0, ). K
The assumption on S in the above theorem is satisfied for (1) with
:>>1 by Proposition 1 (Fig.1).
Figure 1
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4. TWO DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS WITH AXIAL SYMMETRIES
4.1. In the present section, 0 denotes a simply connected domain
in R2 with axial symmetries. Namely, 0/R2 is symmetric with respect to
the x1 and x2 axes, where x=(x1 , x2) # 0. Furthermore, we take the
general problem (3) with C1 nonlinearity f (u).
To begin with, let us consider the case that 0 is convex, or more
generally, convex with respect to both axes, which means that any segment
parallel to an axis is contained in 0 if its end points are so. This case is
studied in detail and we just review the work [23].
First, by [19] the solution u(x1 , x2) of (3) is symmetric and decreasing
along both axes. More precisely,
u(x1 , x2)=u(&x1 , x2)=u(x1 , &x2) in 0
and
\
u
xi
<0 in 0 & [\xi>0] (i=1, 2). (8)
The linearized operator L=&2&*f $(u(x)) in 0 with } |0=0 has a self-
adjoint realization in L2(0). Its restriction to the space of symmetric func-
tions with respect to both axes is denoted by Lee . Suppose, furthermore,
that f (0)0. Then, [19] assures that (8) is improved as
\
u
xi
<0 on 0 & [\xi>0] (i=1, 2). (9)
The key lemma of [15], [23] is stated as follows, where Ker(T )
and Ran(T) stand for the kernel and the range of a linear operator T,
respectively.
The operator Lee has the property that
dim Ker(Lee)=1 and f (u)  Ran(Lee),
if it is degenerate.
This, combined with a theorem of [9] or [10], implies the following.
If a solution (*, u(x)) of (3) is degenerate, then it generates a branch in the
space of symmetric functions.
As any solution of (3) is symmetric, we have [15]
In (3), suppose that 0/R2 is symmetric and convex with respect to both
axes and f (0)0. Then, any connected component of S forms a branch.
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Some considerations on the asymptotic behavior of the solution imply
the following theorem [23].
Theorem 5. Under the above assumptions on 0, if f (u)0 (u0)
furthermore, S itself is a branch.
4.2. We proceed to the case that 0 has two axial symmetries, but
is convex with respect to only one direction, say x2 , e.g. a dumbbell-like
region. Even in this case, the solution u(x1 , x2) of (3) is symmetric and
decreasing with respect to x2 for x2>0. We continue to suppose that
f (0)0.
Let the solution be symmetric even for the other direction. Namely, we
take a solution u(x) satisfying
u(x1 , x2)=u(&x1 , x2)=u(x1 , &x2) in 0
and
\
u
x2
<0 on 0 & [\x2>0]. (10)
Let L be the linearized operator. We are interested in its second eigenvalue
and eigenfunction, denoted by +2 and 2(x), respectively.
As is well-known, the mini-max principle
+2= sup
0{ # L 2(0)
inf {|0 ( |{v| 2&*f $(u(x))v2) dx | v # H 10(0),
|
0
v2 dx=1, |
0
v dx=0= ,
implies that 2 has exactly two nodal domains, the connected components
of [x # 0 | 2(x){0] [8]. Furthermore, because of [22] and [24], their
boundaries are composed of piecewise smooth curves. We refer to the
argument of [7] for this fact.
Lemma 6. Under those circumstances, the second eigenfunction 2(x)
can be taken in the following forms when +20.
1. 2(x) is symmetric and anti-symmetric with respect to the x1 and x2
axes, respectively. Its nodal domains are 0 & [\x10].
2. 2(x) is symmetric with respect to both axes and has a nodal
domain with its closure contained in 0.
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Proof. We take the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of 2(x) with
respect to the x2 axis, denoted by e(x) and o(x), respectively:
e(x1 , x2)= 12 [2(x1 , x2)+2(&x1 , x2)]
o(x1 , x2)= 12 [2(x1 , x2)&2(&x1 , x2)].
Because u(x1 , x2) is known to be symmetric, it follows that Le=+2e and
Lo=+2 o . We use a similar procedure for e(x) and o(x) with respect
to the x1 axis, to create ee(x), eo(x) from e , and oe(x), oo(x) from o ,
respectively.
Each of them satisfies L=+2  so that it has exactly two nodal domains
or vanishes identically. Therefore, oo(x)#0.
The functions oe(x) and ee(x) have the forms indicated as the first and
the second items of the lemma, respectively. We show that +2>0 follows
from eo(x){0 to complete the proof. In fact, then its nodal domains
coincide with 0 & [\x2>0]. For 0+=0 & [x2>0], this means that +2
is nothing but the first eigenvalue, denoted by ++ , of &2&*f $(u(x)) in
0+ with } |0+=0. However, v=&ux2 satisfies
&2v=*f $(u(x))v, v>0 on 0 +"[x2=0],
v=0 on 0+ & [x2=0]
from (10). This implies ++=+2>0 (c.f. [4]). K
We note that if 0 is convex even in the x1 direction, then the first case
of the above lemma is excluded.
4.3. Take the Gel’fand equation (2), and assume the condition
+2=0 for the solution u and the domain 0/R2 described in the previous
subsection. Then the eigenfunctions are decomposed into the first andor
the second forms of Lemma 6.
Because of the symmetries of u(x), the linearized operator L can act on
the space of symmetric functions. Namely, its domain and range can be
restricted to the space of symmetric L2 functions on 0. Let us call it Lee as
before.
In this case, if Lee is nondegenerate, the solution (*, u(x)) generates a
branch of symmetric solutions with respect to both axes, parametrized by
*. Even if Lee is degenerate, the eigenfunction  has the second profile
indicated in Lemma 6. In particular, (0){0 and & has a definite sign
on 0, & being the outer unit normal vector.
The former fact implies that dim Ker(Lee)=1. In fact, let 1 ,
2 # Ker(Lee) with 10, 20. Then, 1(0){0 and 2(0){0 hold so
that we find constants c1 , c2 with (c1 , c2){(0, 0) and c1 1(0)+c22(0)=0.
Then, it follows that c11+c22#0.
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The latter fact, combined with
&2=*f $(u(x)) in 0
and f $(u)=f (u) for (2), implies
|
0
f (u(x)) (x) dx=&
1
* |0

&
ds{0
or equivalently, f (u)  Ran(Lee). Therefore, again (*, u(x)) generates a
branch of symmetric solutions [(*t , ut(x))] |t|<<1 with respect to both axes
as is mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5. More precisely,
ut=u+t+o(1) (11)
with
o(1) = , *4 (0)=0, (12)
and
|
0
(* (0)+*2) eu dx=0. (13)
In fact, (11) and (12) are the consequence of the implicit function theorem
as is indicated in [10], [11]. On the other hand, the equality (13) follows
from putting (11) into the Gel’fand problem (2) and differentiating with
respect to t twice.
The operator L can also be restricted to the space of functions which are
symmetric and anti-symmetric with respect to the x1 and x2 axes, respec-
tively. This operator is realized as &2&*f $(u(x)) in 0+=0 & [x1>0]
with the boundary condition } | 0+=0 acting on the space of symmetric
functions with respect to the x1 axis. Let us call it Leo . Lemma 6 says that
if the second eigenvalue +2 of L is zero with Leo degenerate, then the eigen-
function has the form described in the first item. This means that the first
eigenvalue of Leo is zero, and hence dim Ker Leo=1. In other words, such
eigenfunctions form a one dimensional space.
We can conclude the following (Fig. 2).
Theorem 7. In the Gel ’fand problem (2), suppose that 0/R2 is sym-
metmric with respect to both axes and convex with respect to one axis, say
x2 . Let (*, u(x)) be a solution with u(x) symmetric with respect to both axes,
and assume the second eigenvalue +2 of the linearized operator is zero. Then
the eigenfunctions are reduced to the two forms itemized in the previous
lemma.
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Figure 2
There is a branch, denoted by Ss , with two axial symmetries passing
through (*, u(x)). If +2 changes sign on Ss at (*, u(x)) and the eigenfunction
is not reduced to the second form of the previous lemma, then a continuum
of solutions, symmetric and asymmetric with respect to x1 and a2 axes,
respectively, bifurcates from Ss at (*, u(x)).
For the proof of the final fact, we utilize the theory of bifurcation from
eigenvalues of odd multiplicity, actually 1 in this case, in the space of func-
tions with x1 symmetry. If the transversality condition holds and the eigen-
function is not reduced to the second form itemized in Lemma 6, we can
apply [9] to prove that +2 changes sign there and the bifurcating con-
tinuum also forms a branch. However, right now we do not have any
criteria for those conditions.
5. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS FOR
THE GEL’FAND PROBLEM
5.1. This section is devoted to the calculation of the Morse indices
for the singularly perturbed solutions for (2). First, we recall the following
two propositions due to [27], [37] concerning the two dimensional
Gel’fand problem (2).
Proposition 8. Let [(*, u(x))] be any family of solutions with * a 0 and
set
7=|
0
*eu dx.
Then, [7] accumulates to 8?m for some m=0, 1, 2, ..., +. Passing to a
subsequence, [u(x)] behaves as follows
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1. If m=0, &u&L   0.
2. If m=+, u(x)  + for any x # 0.
3. If 0<m<+, there is a set S=[x1*, x2*, ..., x*m]/0 of m points
so that
u |S  +, &u&L (K )=O(1)
for any K//0 "S, and
u(x)  8? :
m
j=1
G(x, xj*) (14)
locally uniformly in 0 "S.
Here and henceforth, G(x, y ) denotes the Green function for &2 in 0
with } | 0=0, and [xj*]mj=1 are so related as
1
2 {R(xj*)+ :
l{j
{xG(xl, xj*)=0 (1 jm), (15)
where
R(x)=_G(x, y )+ 12? log |x&y |& y=x .
In the case of m=1, (15) indicates that x1* is a crtitical point of R(x).
Such a point is called a core in this paper. If it is nondegenerate as a critical
point of R(x), we call it a nondegererate core.
Proposition 9. Let 0/R2 be simply connected and x1* a nondegenerate
core. Then, there exists a continuous family of solutions of (2), denoted by
S*=[(*, u(x))]0<*<<1/R+_C(0 ),
satisfying (1) as * a 0.
For the proof of the above proposition, the system (2) with (14) is trans-
formed into an integral equation in use of function theory, which is solved
by the implicit function theorem. Regarding the process, we see that the
uniqueness of S* also holds in the above proposition. Analogous results
valid for non-simply connected domains are shown by [2] including the
case of m>1 by different methods.
In the rest of the present paper, 0/R2 is supposed to be simply connected.
Given a core x1* # 0, we take a conformal mapping g: B#[ |z|<1]/C  0
satisfying g$(0)>0 and g(0)=x1*. This implies that g"(0)=0, and the non-
degeneracy of x1* is expressed as _=| g$$$(0)g$(0)|{2 ([37]). Any domain
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0 admits a core. It is unique when 0 is convex ([17], e.g.), and further-
more, then _<2 so that it is nondegenerate [25, 21].
5.2. To control the number of the solutions for 0<*<<1, the
following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 10. The number of blowup points, m, is dominated by 1+12,
where 1=maxB x } { log | g$| 2. In particular, the second item of Proposition
8 does not occur for simply connected domains.
Proof. The function U=u b g solves
&2U=* |g$|2 eU in B, U=0 on B.
We can derive the Pohozaev identity for this relation. Namely, the divergence
formula for the vector field P(x)=[x } {U] {U implies that
2* |
B
|g$| 2 (eU&1) dx+* |
B
(x } { |g$| 2)(eU&1) dx
=
1
2 |B \
U
& +
2
(x } &) ds.
We apply Schwarz’ inequality for the right-hand side:
|
B \
U
& +
2
(x } &) ds\&|B
U
&
ds+
2
<|B
ds
x } &
=
1
2? \|B * |g$| 2 eU dx+
2
=
1
2? \|0 *eu dx+
2
.
The left-hand side is dominated from above by
(2+1) * |
B
(eU&1)|g$| 2 dx=(2+1)* |
0
(eu&1) dx
so that
1
4? \|0 *eu dx+
2
(2+1)* |
0
(eu&1) dx. (16)
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This implies
lim sup
* a 0
(78?)1+12
and the desired estimate. K
An inequality similar to (16) holds for general nonlinearities. See [29]
for an application.
5.3. Proposition 9 due to [37] is a slight refinement of [39], [25].
It showes that the asymptotic solution of [25] converges in the Hardy
space. However, to prove the next proposition requires a precise spectral
analysis for the linearized operator developed by [39], [38]. This is the
main result of the present section.
Proposition 11. The Morse index i of the solution (*, u(x)) on S* is
between 1 and 3.
Proof. Because the solution on S* is nonminimal, its Morse index i is
greater than or equal to 1 (c.f. [11]). From the proof of Proposition 9,
each k=1, 2, ... admits a family of asymptotic solutions [(*, u~ (x))] of k th
order satisfying
&eu~ 2 &L =O \1*+ , &eu2&eu~ 2&L =O(*k) (17)
as * a 0.
The number of eigenvalues exceeding 1 of the operator
K=(&2)&1 * |g$| 2 eu b g
on B is equal to i. We shall examine the operator
K =(&2)&1 * |g$| 2 eu~ b g
first, which is compact and self-adjoint in Y =L2(B, * |g$| 2 eu~ b g dx). Hence-
forth, we put &(x)=* |g$| 2 eu b g and &~ (x)=* |g$| 2 eu~ b g for simplicity.
In [39], [38], the estimate &K &K0&Z, Z=O(*12 log(1*) is established
for K0=(&2)&1 &0(x), where &0(x)=8+( |x| 2++)2 with +=(*8) g$(0)2
and Z=C(B ). Here, the operator K0 is self-adjoint in Y0=L2(B, &0(x) dx),
and admits to separation of variables. From the study of the associated
Legendre equation, it has been shown that the eigenvalues of K0 are
dominated from above by 13 except for the first four, denoted by
[4j ]1 j4 . Furthermore, those eigenvalues have the asymptotics
41t2 log
1
+
, 42 , 43t1&3+, 44t1&
3
2 \log
1
++
&1
(18)
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as + a 0. The operator L=K &K0 has a kernel
l (x, y )=G(x, y )(&~ ( y )&&0( y )).
The estimate &L&Z, Z=O(*12 log(1*)) of [39] is a consequence of the fact
that
sup
x
&l(x, } )&L1=O \*12 log 1*+ . (19)
Therefore, we have a subspace Y1/Y0 of codimension 3 corresponding
to the eigenvalues of K0 after the fourth, satisfying
|
B
K0v } v&0 dx\1&\log 1++
&1
+ |B v2&0 dx (v # Y1),
or equivalently,
|
B
&120 K0 &
&12
0 w } w dx\1&\log 1++
&1
+ |B w2 dx (w # &120 Y1+
as * a 0. This is possible because 4j1&(log(1+))&1 for j4 and
0<*<<1 by (18).
In the next subsection, we shall show that
&S&L2, L 2=o \\log 1++
&1
+ (20)
for S=&120 K0&
&12
0 &&~
12K &~ &12, where L2 stands for the usual space
L2(B, dx). This implies that
|
B
&~ 12K &~ &12w } w dx\1&12 \log
1
++
&1
+ |B w2 dx (w # &120 Y1)
or equivalently,
|
B
(&2)&1 v } v dx\1&12 \log
1
++
&1
+ |B v2&~ &1dx (v # &~ 12&120 Y1)
if 0<*<<1. Taking k>>1 and 0<+<<1, we have
&~ &=1+o \\log 1++
&1
+
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in Z=C(B ) and hence
|
B
(&2)&1 v } v dx\1&13 \log
1
++
&1
+ |B v2&&1 dx (v # &~ 12&120 Y1)
for 0<*<<1.
Therefore,
|
B
Kw } w& dx\1&13 \log
1
++
&1
+ |B w2& dx (w # &&1&~ 12&120 Y1)
with Y 1=&&1&~ 12&120 Y1/Y#L
2(B, &(x) dx) codimension 3. The operator
K is self-adjoint in Y so that i3. K
5.4. To complete the proof, we show (20). Actually, we have
&S&L 2, L2=O(+12&=) (21)
for any =>0.
First, the operator S has the kernel
s(x, y )=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12&&~ (x)12 G(x, y ) &~ ( y )12.
Here, under the notation of [39] or [38],
&~ (x)=&0(x)(1+’(x)+R(x))
so that we have
s(x, y )=&0(x)12 G(x, y) $(x, y ) &0( y )12
for
$(x, y )=1&(1+’(x)+R(x))12 (1+’( y )+R( y ))12.
Recall that (19) is a consequence of
supx &l (x, } )&L1=O \*12 log 1*+ ,
where l (x, y )=G(x, y )|’( y )+R( y )|.
Henceforth, we write APB if A is dominated by CB, with a constant
C>0.
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We find that
|$(x, y )| P |’(x)+R(x)|+|’( y )+R( y )|
+|’(x)+R(x)| } |’( y)+R( y )|
P ( |’(x)+R(x)|+|’( y )+R( y )| )
+( |’(x)+R(x)| 2+|’( y )+R( y )| 2)
since |1&(1+t)12 ||t| for t&1. We recall the estimates of [39], [38],
namely,
R=r2n1+*rn2+*2n3
(22)
’=’1+’2+’3
with &nk &L (B)=O(1) for 1k3, and
|’1 | Pr2, |’2 | P
+
r2++
(r++)+
+2r2
(r2++)2
, |’3 | P+.
Using
+2
r2++
+,
+2r2
(r2++)2
r2,
(22) is reduced to
’+R=r2‘1++‘2+
+r
r2++
‘3
with &‘k&L (B)=O(1) for 1k3. Therefore, the relation (21) is a conse-
quence of similar ones for operators associated with the following kernels:
s1(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y) &0( y )12 ( |x| 2+| y | 2)
s2(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12 +
s3(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12 { + |x||x| 2+++
+ | y |
| y | 2++=
s4(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12 [ |x| 4+| y | 4]
s5(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12 +2
s6(x, y)=&0(x)12 G(x, y ) &0( y )12 {\ + |x||x| 2+++
2
+\ + | y || y | 2+++
2
= .
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Here, the term s6 can be absorbed in s2 , because
+r
r2++

1
2
+12.
On the other hand, obviously s4 and s5 may be absorbed in s1 and s2 ,
respectively.
We note the following. Let S
*
be the operator associated with one of
sk(x, y) for 1k3 written by s*(x, y ). Then, we have
&S
*
&L2, L 2sup
x # B
|
B
s
*
(x, y ) dy. (23)
In fact, putting
\=sup
x # B
|
B
s
*
(x, y ) dy,
we have &S
*
&L , L \ and &S*&L 1, L 1\. Then, RieszThorin’s theorem
implies (23). Or one may argue as follows. First, S
*
is a compact self-
adjoint operator on L2(B) and hence
&S
*
&L 2, L 2=r(S*)
#sup[ |z| | z # _(S
*
)],
where _(S
*
) denotes the spectrum of S
*
. Here, _(S
*
) does not vary as S
*
acts on L(B). Therefore, the well-known inequality r(S
*
)&S
*
&L, L 
implies (23).
We recall the following inequalities proven by [39], [38]. Namely, let
[ j, k]=sup
x # B
|
B
G(x, y ) &0( y )
| y | j
( | y | 2++)k
dy
=8 sup
x # B
|
B
G(x, y )
+ | y | j
( | y | 2++)k+2
dy.
Then, for &2< j<2(k+1), [ j, k]=O(+( j2)&k log(1+)). This is shown as
follows. That is, the function
v(x)=|
B
G(x, y) &0( y)
| y | j
( | y | 2++)k
dy
solves
&2v=&0(r) r j(r2++)k in B, v=0 on B
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and hence
[ j, k]=v(0)
=8+( j2)&k {12 log
1
+ |
+&12
0
t j+1(t2+1)&k&2 dt
+|
+ &12
0 \log
1
t+ t j+1(t2+1)&k&2 dt= . (24)
Because +( |x| 2++)1, the above relation (24) implies
sup
x # B
|
B
s2(x, y ) dyP[0, &1]
=O \+ log2 1++ .
Similarly, the second term of s3(x, y ), denoted by s3+(x, y ), is estimated as
sup
x # B
|
B
s3+(x, y ) dyP[1, 0]
=O \+12 log 1++ .
For the first term s3&(x, y ), we utilize Young’s inequality
+34r12 Pr2++
to deduce that
sup
x # B {
+ |x|
( |x| 2++)2==O(+&12).
This implies
sup
x # B
|
B
s3&(x, y ) dyP+&12[0, &1]
=O \+12 log2 1++ .
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It remains to estimate the term s1(x, y). We have
s1(x, y)=8+G(x, y)
|x| 2+| y | 2
( |x| 2++)( | y | 2++)
P+G(x, y) \ 1| y | 2+++
1
|x| 2+++ .
Here, for 0<#<2 we utilize Young’s inequality
r#+(2&#)2 Pr2++
to get
s1(x, y)P+1&(2&#)2G(x, y) \ 1|x| #+
1
| y | #+ .
We show that the operator T associated with the kernel
G(x, y )|x| #
is bounded in L2, provided that 0<#<1. Then, T* is associated with
G(x, y)| y | #, so that for S1 , associated with s1(x, y ), we have
&S1 &L 2, L 2=O(+1&(2&#)2)
=O(+(12)&=).
This completes the proof of (21).
To show &T&L 2, L 2<+, we require the following inequality of Hardy’s
type, where 0<#<1:
" v|x| #"L 2P&{v&L 2 v # H 10(B). (25)
Then, we will have for v=&2)&1 f that
" v|x| #"L 2 P&{v&L2 P& f &L 2
from the elliptic estimate, and hence the desired consequence that
&T&L 2, L 2<+.
Finally for (25), we take the Schwarz symmetrization v* of v # H 10(B).
Well-knwon properties [30]
" v|x| #"L 2"
v*
|x| #"L2 and &{v&L 2&{v*&L 2
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reduce the proplem to the radial case v=v(r) # H 10(B), which is absolutely
continuous on (0, 1]. Writing
v(r)=|
1
r
v$(r) dr,
we get
v(r)2P&{v&2L2 for 0<r1
and hence
" v|x| #"L 2P\|
1
0
v2(r) r&2#+1 dr+
12
P&{v&2L 2 ,
since 0<#<1.
5.5. The original proof of [39], [38] for an analogous result to
Proposition 9 employs the quasi-Newton method, where more careful
analysis for the first four eigenfunctions of K is developed. In fact, regarding
(18), we see that (21) is not enough to control the eigenvalues 42 and 43 .
Let us follow their argument.
The first eigenvalue of K0 is special, because it tends to + as * a 0.
Take the three dimensional subspace Y00 of Y=L2(B, &0(x) dx) spanned
by the second, third, and fourth eigenfunctions of K0 . We divide K0 as
P+N, where P=K0Q for the orthogonal projection Q : Y  Y00. As in the
proof of Proposition 11, it is shown that &(1&N)&1&=O(1).
Putting T=I&K , L=K &K0 , and M=(1&N)&1 L, we adopt the
LjapunovSchmidt procedure for
T &1=(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1 PT &1+(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1
=(1&M)&1 K0QT &1+(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1.
Operating with Q on both sides, we get
AK0QT &1+Q(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1=0,
where A=Q[(1&M)&1&(K0 Q)&1]Q. Therefore,
K0QT &1=PT &1
=&A&1Q(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1
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and
T &1=&(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1 A&1Q(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1
+(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1
follow. Writing
R=(1&M)&1 (1&N)&1 and S=&QA&1Q,
we have
T &1=RSR+R. (26)
Due to [39], [38], S is expressed as
\
&+ \;:
:
;+
3
2 \log
1
++
&1+
&1
(I3+o(1)),
I3 being the three dimensional unit matrix. Actually, those components of
the matrix come from
bij=(&1+4&1i ) $ij&(L,j , ,i )Y&(LM,j , ,i )Y
for eigenfunctions [,j ]2 j4 of K0 corresponding to [4j]2 j4.
Here, the quantities : # C and ; # R are determined by 0 and x1*. It is
described in terms of g : B  0 but complicated. Imposing the condition
|:| 2{;2 implies &T &1&=&(1&K )&1&=O(1*).
The condition |:| 2{;2 seems hard to examine in actual situations, but
the caluculation of [38] assure the following.
Let 0 be symmetric with respect to the two axes and _=
| g$$$(0)g$(0)|<2. Then ;<&|:| and hence |:| 2{;2.
The theory [39], [25] employs the condition |:| 2{;2 for the existence
of S* for (2), while Proposition 9 assures the latter without the former.
We just add the following note.
Lemma 12. If |:| 2{;2, any solution on S* given by Proposition 9 is
nondegenerate for 0<*<<1.
Proof. As we have seen, |:| 2{;2 implies &(1&K )&1&=O(1*) inde-
pendent of the choice of k. Therefore, taking k sufficiently large, we have
a similar estimate &(1&K)&1&=O(1*) and in particular the non-
degeneracy of (*, u(x)) # S* for 0<*<<1. K
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6. GLOBAL ANALYSIS FOR THE GEL’FAND PROBLEM
6.1. The present section is devoted to the global structure of the
total set S of solutions for the two-dimensional Gel’fand problem (2). We
study it mostly for the following cases.
1. 0 is convex and axially symmetric.
2. 0 is non-convex and axially symmetric.
3. 0 is non-convex and axially asymmetric.
Actually, [35] studied the case for 0 to be close to a disc, where con-
vexity or symmetry is not necessary. The following fact may be regarded as
a complement ([16]).
If 0/R2 is convex and symmetric with respect to both axes, then S is
a branch connecting (*, u(x))=(0, 0) and (*, u(x))=(0, 8?G(x, x1*)), where
x1* # 0 denotes a core.
In fact, S forms a branch by Theorem 5. On the other hand, the
assumptions of Proposition 9 are satisfied. Therefore, S must contain
(0, 0) and (0, 8?G(x, x1*)) on the boundaries. This leads to the above
conclusion.
In this situation, if two more bendings of S occur, then the second
eigenvalue becomes zero at some solution (*, u(x)) # S with the eigenfunc-
tion possessing the second profile itemized in Lemma 6 (Fig. 3).
Figure 3
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6.2. We want to control the number of the solutions when *>0 is
small. This will be done by controlling the number of blow-up points, i.e.,
[x1*, x2*, ..., x*m] in Proposition 8 and their possible locations.
In fact, a rough estimate for m1 in Proposition 8 is 1<2 that as
follows from Lemma 10. Even if this is not the case, it may be possible to
control the number of blowup points or their locations directly from (15).
Then, the following theorem holds without the symmetry or the convexity
of 0 in the above assertion.
Theorem 13. For an arbitrary simply connected domain 0/R2 with
smooth boundary 0, the singular limit (*, u(x))=(0, 8?G(x, x1*)) of
Proposition 8 is connected to the trivial solution (*, u(x))=(0, 0), provided
that only m1 is permitted, the core is unique, and nondegenerate.
Proof. Let S0 be the connected component of S containing (0, 0) on
the boundary. From the implicit function theorem, the local degree of S0
close to (0, 0) is +1. Combined with * <+, this shows that S0 is
unbounded in R+_C(0 ). The a priori estimated for (2) is described as
follows. Each =>0 admits a constant C=>0 such that &u&L C= for any
solution (*, u(x)) of (2) for *=. See [34] or [36] for the proof. There-
fore, S0 , starting at (0, 0), comes back to * a 0.
Here, only m=1 in Proposition 8 is permitted for the family [(*, u(x))]
of nonminimal solutions as * a 0. Therefore, the branch S* of Proposition
9 is contained in S. K
In the above theorem, the connected component S0 of S containing
(0, 0) on the boundary may not be a branch in the full form, though its
portions near (0, 0) and (0, 8?G(x, x1*)) are branches.
6.3. To promote the study for more complicated cases, in this sub-
section we shall examine an example given by [21].
Let R>1 be a parameter and take
g(z)=
1&R2
2 \
1
z&R
+
1
z+R+ .
It is univalent on B=[ |z|<1] and determines a simply connected domain
0=g(B) with two axial symmetries. The domain is always convex with
respect to the x2 axis, but is nonconvex with respect to the x1 axis if
0<R&1<<1. The extremal values R=+ and R=1 represent a disc
and two separated discs, respectively.
Because the Green’s function can be represented by the conformal map-
ping, we can conlude the following by a simple calculation.
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If - 3<R<+, the unique core is the origin. It bifurcates at R=- 3.
In the range 1<R<- 3, there are three cores, the origin and two points on
the x1 axis symmetric with respect to the x2 axis. Any core is nondegenerate
except for R=- 3.
We have 1=4((2R2&1)+(1R2+1)) and hence 1<2 is equivalent to
R>- 3+2 - 3 . Therefore, in this range the situation of Theorem 13
actually arises. Furthermore, the preivous work [35] is applicable in this
range. This leads to the following.
If R>- 3+2 - 3 , S=S0 and it forms a branch bending just once.
In fact, the criterion of [35] for S0 to be a branch with one bending is
expressed as
&|a1| 2+ :

k=3
k2
k&2
|ak|2<0
for g(z)=k=0 ak z
k with a2=0. In this case,
g(z)=(R2&1) :

m=1
z2m&1
R2m
so that the above condition means
:

m=1
(2m+1)2
(2m&1) R4m
<1,
or equivalently, R>R0 for some R0 # (- 3, - 3+2 - 3). Actually, the left-
hand side is monotone decreasing in R. It is less than 1 for
R=- 3+2 - 3 , while the first term becomes 1 for R=- 3. Therefore, if
R>- 3+2 - 3 , both criteria of [35] and Theorem 13 hold and we obtain
the conclusion.
Theorem 13 may be valid even for - 3<R<R0 , involving the possibility
of two more bendings of S0 . In fact, for R=- 3, we have 1=5 and hence
m3. We suspect that only m=1 is allowed even in this range.
Actually, (15) is equivalent to finding $j # B (1 jm) satisfying
g"($j )g$($j )=Cj ($1 , $2 , ..., $m) (1 jm),
where
Cj ($1 , $2 , ..., $m)=
2$ j
1&|$j | 2
+2 :
l{j
1&|$l | 2
(1&$ l$j )($j&$l )
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[25]. This will reduce the problem to examining the roots of algebraic
equations with four and six unknown real values.
Finally, we note that Theorem 7 gives some information about two more
bendings for - 3<R<R0 , asymmetric bifurcation for 1<R<- 3, and so
on.
6.4. The general theorem of [28] is described as follows.
Let 0/R2 be a domain with two axial symmetries, and break its con-
vexity with respect to one axis. Then, a pitchfork bifurcation of non-
degenerate cores arises.
The example described in the previous subsection fits the situation.
Motivated by the considerations, we suppose the following for 0 implicitly.
1. 0 is symmetric with respect to both axes.
2. Only m1 is permitted in Proposition 8.
3. There are exactly three cores, the origin and two points on the x1
axis symmetric with respect to the x2 axis, which are all nondegenerate.
4. Each of them satisfies the condition |:| 2{;2 of [39].
Under those circumstances, Proposition 9 guarantees the existence of
three families of solutions for (2) for 0<*<<1, denoted by
S0*=[(*, u0(x))]0<*<<1 and S*\=[(*, u\(x))]0<*<<1 ,
with u0(x) possessing two axial symmetries, u\(x) symmetric with respect
to the x1 axis. The solutions u+(x) and u&(x) are symmetric each other
with respect to the x2 axis. Those symmetries are a consequence of the
construction, because asymptotic solutions admit them and Proposition 9
is proven by their convergence. On the other hand, the solutions [u\(x)]
are obviously asymmetric with respect to the x1 axis as follows from the
asymptotics (14).
We can conclude the following.
Theorem 14. Under the above assumptions, that branches S0*, S*\ are
contained in the connected component of S0 of S containing (0, 0) on its
boundary.
Proof. The set of minimal solutions [u
 *
] for 0<*<* forms a branch,
denoted by S

=[(*, u
 *
) | 0<*<* ]. It has two axial symmetries and con-
tinues up to *=* and then bends [11]. Now, the same argument as in
Theorem 13 applied in the space of symmetric functions assures the con-
nectivity of S

and S0*.
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The fact that * <+ implies that any section *=*0 of any connected
component of S has total degree zero. From the symmetry and non-
degeneracy assured by Lemma 12, it follows that the local degrees of solu-
tions on S*\ are equal to each other and either +1 or &1. Finally, the
local degree of each solution on S

is +1 because its Morse index is zero,
and that on S0* is either +1 or &1.
That situation is possible only when S0*, S*\ , and S

are on the same
connected component, and the local degrees of u\ and u0 are &1 and +1,
respectively. K
Regarding the results of previous sections, we can say more. First,
Proposition 11 and Lemma 12 assure the Morse index of u0(x), the solu-
tion on S0*, to be 2, because its local degree is +1. On the other hand,
each solution on S

has Morse index 0 and after the bending it becomes 1.
Therefore, continuing this branch, we reach a point where the second
eigenvalue +2 of the linearized operator becomes 0. Suppose that the
second item indicated in Lemma 6 for the eigenfunction does not arise and
the transversality condition of [9] holds. Then a branch of asymmetric
solutions bifurcates there, to contain S*\ in the same connected compo-
nent. Furthermore, the Morse indices of the bifurcated solutions can con-
tinue to be 1 or 3 up to S*\ , unless secondary bifurcation or something
else happens (Fig. 4).
If the above situation actually occurs, it is expected that imperfect bifur-
cation takes place as the domain 0 perturbes asymmetrically with respect
to the x2 axis. Namely, S0 breaks into two components connecting S

with
S*+ , and S0* with S*& , for example. Then the Morse indices of the
solutions on S*\ must be 1. This kind of phenomenon has been studied in
[32] or [20] (Fig. 5), though the arguments do not directly apply here.
Figure 4
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Figure 5
In connection with the consideration of the present subsection, we recall
the work [14], where the following has been proved.
Let 00 be two disjoint balls with the same diameter, and 0= the domain
connecting those balls with a thin channel of width of order =>0. Then, for
0<=<<1, the bifurcation of a branch of asymmetric solutions from that of
symmetric ones actually occurs.
We expect that implicit assumptions which we have made on the domain
for Theorem 14 is satisfied in this case.
7. GLOBAL ANALYSIS FOR THE MODIFIED
GEL’FAND PROBLEM
The final section is devoted to the global structure of the total set S of
solutions for the problem (1). Because we do not have any results concern-
ing the number of solutions in the intermediate region of *, it is hard to
pick up a detailed profile of S. First of all, the connected component S0
of S containing (*, u)=(0, 0) on the boundary has total degree 1 at each
section by Proposition 2.
Let S be the total set of solutions of (2). We shall develop the argument
based on a theorem of [12]. It assures that any compact branch of S is
embedded into S homeomorphically, provided that :>>1. It follows from
the proof that Morse indices are preserved. Performing the argument in the
space of symmetric functions, we see that the symmetries of the solutions
are also preserved under this embedding.
We take a symmetric domain 0/R2 satisfying the implicit assumptions
of 96.4 and always suppose that :>>1. The branch S

of minimal solutions
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Figure 6
and its continuing part after the bending, are embedded into S0 [14]. Sub-
ject to the notation of 96.4, any compact portion of S0* for (2) apart from
*=0 is embedded into S. Let us call it S 0* . If the connected component
of S containing S 0* is bounded, it causes a mushroom, denoted by Sm . We
do not think that this actually occurs. But if it happens, then the Morse
index of each solution on S 0* is 2, and the total degree of each section of
Sm is 0. This means that Sm has at least two elements on each section of
* crossing S 0*.
In the other case that the connected component of S containing S 0* is
unbounded, S 0* is included in S0 . Therefore, S0 contains at least three
branches, S1 , S 0* , and S2 . Here, S1 and S2 denote the branches in S0
corresponding to 0<*<<1 and *>>1, respectively as in 93. The Morse
indices of the solutions are 0 for S1 and S2 , 1 for S1 just after the bending,
and 2 on S 0* .
Figure 7
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Finally, compact portions of S*\ for (2) apart from *=0 are embedded
similarly. Let them be S *\ . Unless they generate mushrooms, they are con-
tained in S0 . This means that S0 has two branches of asymmetric solutions
which bifurcate from symmetric ones (Fig. 6). In Figures 4 and 6, the
numbers 0, 1, 2 indicate the Morse indices of the solutions, and s, a their
symmetries. That is, s and a describe the symmetry and the asymmetry
with respect to the x2 axis, respectively.
Under such a situation, if imperfect bifurcation occurs for S0 in per-
turbing 0 asymmetrically with respect to the x2 axis, then it has at least
two connected components. Therefore, a mushroom arises for (1)
(Fig. 7).
Figures 6 and 7 indicate possible bifurcation diagrams for S with
:>>1.
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